NIPPON EXPRESS USA, Inc.

We offer sophisticated logistical solutions backed by the world’s largest global logistics network with well organized support from our own
IT systems. We continue to be one of the world’s leading global logistics providers offering tailor-made services to best suit our clients’
everyday needs. Since we opened our first overseas representative of-
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fice in New York in 1958, the Nippon Express global network has
spread to over 382 locations in 37 countries with 69,217 personnel
committed to supporting our customers’ daily business processes.

WWW.NIPPONEXPRESS.COM
WWW.NIPPONEXPRESSUSA.COM
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CHINA
China is ranked as the world’s second-largest economy. It is the largest exporter and
second largest importer of goods in the world. China imports oil, mineral fuels, optical and medical equipment, metal ores and plastics, while it exports apparel, textile,
iron and steel, and electrical and other machinery. Its primary trading partners are:
USA, Japan, Hong Kong, Germany, South Korea and Taiwan. Its GDP is 5.88 trillion dollars and unemployment rate stands at 4.2 % ( as of 2010). The coastal regions
of China are more industrialized, while regions in the hinterland are less developed.

1.34 Billion People

Worlds Largest

9,596,960 sq km Worlds 4.th Largest
1 US Dollar
Beijing

6.4 Yuan
12.2 million People

NIPPON EXPRESS CHINA

33 Cities

101 Branches

5,300 employees
Nippon Express (H.K.) Co., Ltd, established 1979, became the Nippon Express
Group’s presence in China with offices in major cities on the coast and along the
Yangtze River. Nippon Express became involved in the warehousing and logistics
business in free trade zones. After China’s accession to the World Trade Organization
in 2001, the Nippon Express Group expanded its transportation infrastructure even
further by, for example, developing the Shanghai Super Express (SSE) high-speed
shipping service and building up a regular consolidated truck network. As of February
2011, Nippon Express had set up 19 local subsidiaries, with 101 offices in 33 cities.
Forming the basis of this system are warehousing operations that utilize just-in-time
(JIT) delivery and vendor managed inventory (VMI) and the offering of such services
as milk runs and the global inventory management system, REWARDS. Nippon
Express will strategically implement alliances with local companies and M&A activity, developing general logistics services in the Asian region with China as the hub.

BEIJING

NIPPON EXPRESS CHINA CO, LTD. in Beijing, China adheres to the principles
of ‘quick and powerful’, enabling us to meet all logistics demands from our customers. Except for air and ocean transport, we also provide domestic logistics and
removal services to and from abroad. We offer absolute advantage for service delivery
time of our Air Transportation Consolidation, which prevents delays and lost business opportunities. Our Beijing branch is operated by our own export and import
team which give an improved security of the goods. We also offer Ocean Freight
at the conveniently located Tianjin Port, known as the epicenter of Sea Transportation Services worldwide. For Domestic Transportation, Nippon Express provides
domestic carriage within ‘China Inland Service Network’, a high quality service that
is offered throughout China. Nippon Express Beijing Branch offers a 5000 square
meter warehouse with 3200 square meter of a bonded warehouse, including advanced Information Management System and Vendor Managed Inventory services.

Industries
Auto Electronics Construction Hi-Tech

SHANGHAI

Nippon Express Shanghai branch has a staff of over 750 people, serving Shanghai, Jiangsu Province, including Nanjing, Nantong, Suzhou, Wuxi, and Zhejiang province,
including Hanzhou and Ningbo. We offer various services including transportation
via Air, Ocean and Warehousing. In Huadong, a major city for commerce, we have
sales branches within close proximity to customer requests. Our domestic warehouse
is 11,000 square meter, allowing us to meet various logistics demands. We have a
600 square meter bonded warehouse in Suzhou Industrial Park the Suzhou, an area
known for its manufacturing base. Our warehouse provides JIT/VMI/Export Hub
and 3rd party logistics services. At PVG airport we have 7,600 square meter exports
CFS warehouse that have 24-hour security system set-up with CCTVs and security
guards. From there, we can provide 24 hour delivery service within Huangdong. We
have our own AA class customs brokerage department with 365 days service. To avoid
cargo damages we have the capability to build our own ULD. Our AS400 system can
directly connect with our customs brokerage system while confirming manifest data.

Industries
Automobile Electronics Petrochemicals Steel Biomedicine

HONG KONG

Nippon Express HK, founded in 1979, has approximately 1,000 highly trained
employees working for various divisions including Air, Ocean and Logistics. Our
warehouse is ideally located in Kwai Chung, within the Ocean Container terminal
zone. It is only 30 km away from the airport and China border with a capacity of
900,000 square feet. We have a 24 hour security system including CCTVs and security guards. Nippon Express HK provide safe and expedient services for not only
import and export but for South China transit cargo covering Shenzhen, Dongguan, Guangzhou, Zhongshan and Zhuhai. NEHK operated 66,342 trucks including 32,592 cross-border trips to South China in 2010. NEHK palletizes loose cargo
tendered on the ULD. The Nippon destination branch picks up these ULDs intact
and performs break bulk, a process normally done by airlines. By 2010, NEHK broke
record by haven built 32,951 ULDs and dispatching to over 35 consolidation airports worldwide. Both procedures enables us to minimize damage, pilferage and loss.
Each Nippon Express operation is computerized and synchronized with overseas realtime tracking and tracing. Every truck with its own GPS system and mobile communication can expedite collections and deliveries at a very rapid pace. The Nippon
Express truck fleet provides complete ‘Door-to-Door’ service with on-time pick-up
and delivery. Detailed information such as cargo status are right at your fingertips.

Industries
Textile

Clothing

Toys Timepieces

Jewellery

Hong Kong
Air Cargo Branch
5F, Office Tower,
Hutchison Logistics Centre,
18 Container Port Road South,
Kwai Chung, New Territories
Tel: 852-2754-8801
Fax: 852-2796-3986/5259

AMERICAS

Hong Kong
Head Office
1101 Chinachem Golden Plaza,
77 Mody Road, Tsim Sha Tsui East,
Kowloon, Hong Kong
Tel: 852-2723-2272
Fax: 852-2739-8770
www.nipponexpress.com

CHINA

OUR CONTACTS

OUR CONTACTS

Corporate

Nippon Express USA, Inc.
590 Madison Avenue, Suite 2421
New York, NY, 100 22
p.+212 317 5850
f. +212 317 5840
e. China_Sales@nittsu.com
www.nipponexpressusa.com

Hong Kong
Ocean Cargo Branch
6F, Dynamic Cargo Centre,
110-118 Texaco Road &
180-200 Yeung Uk Road,
Tsuen Wan, New Territory
Tel: 852-2408-1590
Fax: 852-2408-1212
Beijing
Room E508-E513, ACLP International Building,
NO. 566 Shunping Road, Shunyi District,
Beijing, 101300, China
Tel: 86-10-6141-7777
Fax: 86-10-8048-2291/0278/3742
Shanghai
G11, 11 F, Shanghai Mart 2299 West Yan’an Road
Shanghai, 200336, China
Tel: 86--21- 6295- 0202
Fax: 86- 21- 6208- 0620

Please contact your Sales Consultant for other Nippon Express Locations
www.nipponexpress.com

www.nipponexpressusa.com
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